Abstract. Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT) algorithms have focussed on polynomials computed either by small alternation-depth arithmetic circuits, or by read-restricted formulas. Read-once polynomials (ROPs) are computed by read-once formulas (ROFs) and are the simplest of read-restricted polynomials. Building structures above these, we show:
Introduction
The Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT) problem is the most fundamental computational question that can be asked about polynomials: is the polynomial given by some implicit representation identically zero? The implicit representations of the polynomials can be arithmetic circuits, branching programs etc., or the polynomial could be presented as a black-box, where the black-box takes a query in the form of an assignment to the variables and outputs the evaluation of the polynomial on the assignment. PIT has a randomized polynomial time algorithm on almost all input representations, independently discovered by Schwartz and Zippel [Sch80, Zip79] . However, obtaining deterministic polynomial time algorithms for PIT remained open since then. In 2004, Impagliazzo and Kabanets [KI04] showed that a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for PIT implies lower bounds (either NEXP ⊂ P/poly or permanent does not have polynomial size arithmetic circuits), thus making it one of the central problems in algebraic complexity. Following [KI04], intense efforts over the last decade have been directed towards de-randomizing PIT (see for instance [SY10, Sax14] ). The attempts fall into two categories: considering special cases ([Sax14]), and optimizing the random bits used in the Schwartz-Zippel test [BHS08, BE11] .
The recent progress on PIT mainly focusses on special cases where the polynomials are computed by restricted forms of arithmetic circuits. They can be seen as following one of the two main lines of restrictions: 1. Shallow circuits based on alternation depth of circuits computing the polynomial. 2. Restriction on the number of times a variable is read by formulas (circuits with fanout 1) computing the polynomial.
The study of PIT on shallow circuits began with depth two circuits, where deterministic polynomial time algorithms are known even when the polynomial is given as a black-box [BOT88, KS01]. Further, there were several interesting approaches that lead to deterministic PIT algorithms on depth three circuits with bounded top fan-in [DS07, KS07]. However, progressing from bounded fanin depth three circuits seemed to be a big challenge. In 2008, Agrawal and Vinay [AV08] explained this difficulty, showing that deterministic polynomial time algorithms for PIT on depth four circuits implies sub-exponential time deterministic algorithms for general circuits. There have been several interesting approaches towards obtaining black-box algorithms for PIT on restricted classes of depth three and four circuits, see [Sax14, SY10] for further details. Recently, Kamath, Kayal and Saptharishi [GKKS13] showed that, over infinite fields, deterministic polynomial time algorithms for PIT on depth three circuits would also imply lower bounds for the permanent.
A formula computing a polynomial that depends on all of its variables must read each variable at least once (count each leaf labeled x as reading the variable x). The simplest such formulas read each variable exactly once; these are Read-Once Formulas ROFs, and the polynomials computed by such formulas are known as read-once polynomials (ROP). In the case of an ROP f presented by a read-once formula computing it, a simple reachability algorithm on formulas can be applied to test if f ≡ 0. Shpilka and Volkovich [SV08] gave a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for PIT on ROPs given as a black-box. Generalizing this to formulas that read a variable more than once, they obtained a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for polynomials presented as a sum of O(1) ROFs. Anderson et. al [AvMV11] showed that if a read-k formula, with k ∈ O(1), is additionally restricted to compute multilinear polynomials at every gate, then PIT on such formulas can be done in deterministic polynomial time. The result by [AvMV11] subsumes the result in [SV08] since a k-sum of readonce formulas is read-k and computes multilinear polynomials at every gate. However, both [SV08] and [AvMV11] crucially exploit the multilinearity property of the polynomials computed under the respective models. In [MRS14], the authors explored eliminating the multilinear-at-each-gate restriction, and gave a non-blackbox deterministic polynomial time algorithm for read-3 formulas. However for the case of Read-k formulas for k ≥ 4, even the non-blackbox version of the problem is open. Note that multilinearity checking itself is equivalent to PIT on general circuits [FMM12].
Our Results: In this paper, we explore further structural properties of ROPs and polynomials that can be expressed as polynomial functions of a small number of ROPs. Our structural observations lead to efficient algorithms on special classes of bounded-read formulas.
We attempt to extend the class considered in [SV08] (namely, formulas of the form i f i where each f i is an ROF) to the class of polynomials of the form k i=1 f i g i where the f i s and g i s are presented as ROFs and k is some
